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Home/Urban Insight


Urban Insight
A global knowledge initiative





Expert knowledge, innovative thinking


Urban Insight is Sweco’s international knowledge platform, where experts come together to develop and share insights, facts and solutions for how to plan and design sustainable cities and societies of the future. Global and local initiatives will be organised throughout the year to inspire and open up discussions about sustainable urban planning.
Get the latest news about sustainable urban development delivered straight to your inbox by subscribing to Urban Insight
Subscribe



Discover the reports and themes
The reports, trend analysis and articles provide you with the latest practices in sustainable urban development.
The initiative is based on a cross-collaboration between experts, from different disciplines and fields, in which they generate insights and continuously publish insight reports in different formats. These insights will be shared throughout the year in a series on Urban Insight website.
Together with specialists, we explore topics within sustainable mobility and transport, energy transition, climate measures, health and well-being, circularity and resilience – highlighting the key measures for achieving the goals of the 2030 Agenda.



Climate action
Climate change increasingly brings flood warnings and more extreme weather conditions. In this report series Sweco presents special measures to ready our urban environments and societies.





Mobility and transport
Countless movements are done every day, putting pressure on cities, citizens and the environment. Explore key actions to reduce pollution and initiate sustainable modes of travel.





Energy
Citizens of Europe need energy to move around, be safe and to live their daily lives. As cities expand, so does the demand for energy. Discover solutions on how to meet the new demands.





Health and well-being
The theme highlights three main areas of interest. Healthy mobility, healthy buildings and cities, and healthy water systems. Specialists present key measures towards a healthy society.





Circularity
Increased circularity – a vital consideration to tackle the climate crisis, prevent biodiversity loss and address crucial social needs. In this series specialists identify key actions.





Resilience
To become resilient special measures to ready our environments and communities need to be taken. Experts share insights on steps towards resilience – going from reactive to proactive.








About Urban Insight
Sweco is working with our clients and partners to create a more sustainable future. To enable us to share the knowledge we acquire and the lessons we learn – in terms of both local knowledge and global capacity – in the development of towns and cities throughout Europe, Sweco has launched a global initiative we call Urban Insight. The initiative takes a multidisciplinary approach and aims to develop insights into the development of towns, cities and societies, focusing on the citizen.
Read more


Podcast series
Welcome to the Urban Insight podcast – where science, facts, data and expertise mix with entertainment and an interest in planning and developing future sustainable societies.
We invite guests from the world of science as well as the business community, citizens, and political decision-makers. We focus on the biggest challenges of our time, exploring the citizens perspective and highlighting best practises from frontrunner cities and organisations around the globe. We discuss the best solutions and how to scale up together.
How to plan and design sustainable cities and societies of the future? Sweco guides the way.
Tune in





Subscribe to news from Urban Insight



Stay informed. Urban Insight, straight to your inbox – subscribe and get latest news about sustainable urban development. Urban Insight offers key learnings based on data, facts and the accumulated expert knowledge from Sweco. As the leading architecture and engineering consultancy in Europe, we draw on an unparalleled knowledge base within our industry.
	E-mail*


	Consent* By ticking this box I consent to Sweco processing my data for the purpose of sending me news from Sweco in accordance with Sweco’s Privacy Policy. To learn about the way Sweco processes your subscription data, please click here.You can unsubscribe here



 Subscribe 










  



Sweco plans and designs the sustainable communities and cities of the future. Together with our clients and the collective knowledge of our 22,000 architects, engineers and other experts, we co-create solutions to address urbanisation, capture the power of digitalisation, and make our societies more sustainable. Sweco is Europe’s leading engineering and architecture consultancy, with sales of approximately SEK 29 billion (EUR 2.5 billion). The company is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
Gjörwellsgatan 22, 112 60 Stockholm

Box 34044, 100 26 Stockholm, Sweden

Telephone: +46 8 695 60 00
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We use cookies to optimize our website and our services. For our policies, please visit our Cookie Policy
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The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
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The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.
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The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
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The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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